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The Multi Species Research Group began out of a desire to think through
interspecies entaglement (the meaning of which would constantly shift)
with others. We wanted the conversation to be able to take its own
course. There were no set texts or reading lists, and we used films, myths,
anthropology, academic texts, memes, personal memories and more to aid
our discussions
Each time we met we chose a theme to discuss, and a different person (or
persons) would present some work or ideas that related to the theme. We
have collated some of the many sources and references that came together
during those meetings in the resource sections of this publication.
The Multi Species Research Group also came from a desire for community,
specifically a community to share work with and develop ideas. Neoliberalblah-blah-life-right-now can be so horribly isolating. The power of imposter
syndome, anxiety and insecurity alongside low-wage work isnt always the
best breeding ground for creativity.
So we want to thank every person who came to sit in a magical (but very
damp) building to talk about everything from monsters to doggos, and
brought their incredible energy, ideas and thoughtfulness. To everyone
who shared their work, whether finished or in progress and for taking part
in this pubication.
We are so grateful to that time and to our Clear Spirit family for making it
happen.
				xxx
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M.S.R.G. Stands for: Multi Species Research Group
M.S.R.G is a space for thinking, talking and sharing ideas and art about
non-humans as a means of better understanding the world.
M.S.R.G. is an alternative education tool which is self-organised,
interest-lead and ever shifting.

MONSTERS

M.S.R.G. is not a reading group
M.S.R.G. used to meet in a squatted building, until we were evicted, and
for now continues online and in this publication
M.S.R.G. sees the term ‘species’ as highly flexible and has little interest in
its scientific meaning in terms of a category.
M.S.R.G. thinks the anthropocene is dumb
M.S.R.G. is trying to decolonise its thinking
M.S.R.G. sees environmental injustice as inseparable from a white-cishetero-male-neoliberal-politics-of-domination that enacts a racist,sexist,
homo-and-transphobic, ableist violence throughout the world.
M.S.R.G. wants more M.S.R.G.s to exist and would encourage anyone to
set one up in their living room/project space/ community space/ etc
M.S.R.G. is a sharing resource
M.S.R.G. thinks that care is radical.
M.S.R.G. is adaptable by nature, and will continue to change
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How

to

Become

Monster

Is a question I came across when Rosi Braidotti proposed to
become women
become earth
become other
Monsters serve as incorporation of general rational or irrational anxieties.
I thought.
The supernatural serves as an obscure overwhelming power that cannot be defeated by
ordinary humans.
they thought.
A reason why the monster, the ‘other’ plays such a role in social imaginary is that they
offer sites of formation of negative counter-subjectivities; they provide privileged negative
mirror- images, often expressed in terms of monstrous and alien others.
I came across a species that I called monsterous in a greenhouse in lithuania. It is a ground
based being that is lurking beneath the cucumber plants. Here is a brief description of its
habitat:
The whole space seems most like an intensive care unit with those really brutal hooks
holding up the plants. They’re more like suspended or hanged or like a medieval torture to
stretch them out. It doesn’t feel like they are growing up, at least not of their own accord or
choice. And running between are external veins of the plants like multiple layers of porous
skin separated by nonporous skins.
Between them a ground-based monster with stems squirming on its back is stolidly crawling
onwards. Maybe the mossy puddles are its watering place and the stems are its camouflage.
Bugs are an unwelcome guest in its life but relentlessly they’re pouring in.
The mere unfamiliarity of a creature, a situation, an environment, a being is a reason to call
it monstrous, unknown, other. And therefore not part of what I am. Not part of the group I
want to be part of. It is a verbal boundary and has served as such in the past, current and
recent politics.
Monstrous others
Can afford us a welcome emotional relief and a break from a political economy of fear,
precisely by incarnating fully its destructive potential.
Personal weakness and mistakes, physical pain and illness. All these naturally occuring
but sometimes nevertheless mysterious things could be tracked down to being caused by
a form of spirit, monster or alien being. With or without a physical body to themselves,
these creatures can cause harm and/or do good to their host/victim depending on how they
themselves are being treated.
In a not to far away past monsters, witches and all kinds of spirits lived amongst most
societies and were referred to as a real entity and therefore appeared not only in folkloristic
tales but also in the official law.
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The Aufhocker (to leap upon) is a spirit that emerged in german folklore and has counterparts
and relatives across europe.
Aufhocker usually lurk during the night close to bridges, lakes, water, forest or marshland.
The Aufhocker is a shapeshifter (Gestaltwandler) and pressure spirit (Druckgeist) that will
likely appear as an old women seeking for help. It has also been reported appearing as
bear, dog, werewolf...
At first they will appear as small spirits that jump on the back or shoulders of lone wanderers
at night, and usually instil such terror in their victims that they eventually collapse from
fright, though in other stories they collapse because the Aufhocker increases dramatically
in size and/or weight once he clings to his victim.
Another Spirit known for lurking their victims in the unknow is the Irrlicht (ghost light,
hinkypunk). By waving a lantern it will lure you in the dark, most likely in a forest or
swamp.
I grew up
Thinking that the forest behind our house didn’t have an end to it and when I would go
there at night all by myself something would come and feed on me or at least scare me
to death. So I never went. The Grim brothers stories did their duty on me as they did on
generations of kids before who were supposed to stay at home after dark.
They grew up
Thinking that the nightmare (Nachtalb/Nachtmahr) is a female spirit. An antropomorph
being that will sit on ones chest causing bad dreams, anxiety and unbearable desire.
In Croatian, mora refers to a “nightmare”. Mora or Mara is one of the spirits from ancient
Slav mythology. Mara was a dark spirit that takes a form of a beautiful woman and then
visits men in their dreams, torturing them with desire, and dragging life out of them. In
Serbia, a mare is called mora, or nocnik/nocnica (“night creature”, masculine and feminine
respectively). In Romania they were known as Moroi (Vampire)
In Hungarian, the creature is known as éjjeljáró or “night-goer.” In Estonia, the mare- like
spirit is called Painaja (presser) or Külmking (cold-shoe). In Thailand, this phenomenon is
well documented and called (pee ahm), pee meaning “ghost”. Buddhist residents wear
amulets blessed by monks to ward off spirits such as these. In Turkey, the mare is known as
Karabasan (ominous-presser).
“Hugr“ is the not quite the soul but the non-physical existence of a human being and has
believed to travel and occupy other bodies, haunt them. In norwegian law it has been
illegal especially for women or their hugr to travel at night, take over their neighbors and
ride them at night. If they did anyway, cases were reported by their neighbors or relatives.
They have been sentenced as witches.
They became women
became other
became monster
became earth.
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CHITRA SANGTANI

Daniela described to me how on her return to Chile, she encountered the shape
of colonialism anew, this time not as one, but several colonialisms existing within
the same space. I thought back to the time we had discussed the legacy of colonial
explorers. We had laughed so much at the stupidity of Columbus, who arrived in the
Americas but died believing he had found India. What was the significance of this
British mishap, this folly, that suddenly became a point at which the history of two
continents suddenly adjoined in the most awkward way? One couldn’t help but laugh,
but there was something deeply disgusting in it too. How was it so easy to identify
‘India’ or ‘America’, I wondered. How was it so easy to lay claim to it? To be the one
that even mistakenly identifies ‘India’ in a place or a people? Whilst having being born
within the political bounds of a place marked India, I am always pointing at parts of
myself, trying to identify the names of places and people.
I
Before I met Daniela I was living in Egypt where, by chance, I happened to learn
something about Chile. In 1973 the CIA had orchestrated a military coup in Chile
overthrowing the socialist government of Salvador Allende and installing a violent
military regime in its place. Following the heist, a program of economic ‘interventions’
engineered and implemented by the US, subjected the Chilean economy to drastic
measures for deregulation and liberalisation of trade. There were many parallels to
be drawn. Within the space of a decade similar ‘interventions’ took place in Egypt
and across most former colonies. This is what the IMF called ‘structural adjustment’,
what the state referred to as ‘development’, and what an Egyptian shop owner cited
as the means by which the West continues to “suck our blood”. I think the metaphor
of the parasite is rather accurate, since the financial apparatus that was subsequently
imposed literally entailed a deprivation of life on one end: through the cutting of
state subsidies, loss of secure employment, barbaric scales of dispossession, and a
bloating on the other: the rise of business enclaves, transnational corporatism and
market monopolies. The very idea of the ‘West’ was thus re-consolidated through
the re-channelling of ‘blood’ and as such, continues to stand for the sharply divisive
distribution and concentration of life-chances across a racialized, global terrain.
An ‘intervention’ can be described as an act of intervening in something so as to
disrupt its normal trajectory. It also refers to an action that is taken to deal with a
medical disorder, through which a problem is defined, localised and treated through
expert knowledge. Arturo Escobar and others have noted how structural adjustment
programs constituted a shift in the very idea of ‘development’; from large-scale
infrastructural projects towards more intimate processes of calculation that take the
population, resources and administrative structures of a country as objects to be made
more efficient. Staying with the metaphor of the parasite, I’d like to relate this to the
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symbolisms invested in ‘blood’, specifically within the Egyptian context but pertaining
to other cultures too: Blood as kinship, as lineage, as the material dimensions of one’s
labour, as sacred honour, as violence spent or held in potentiality (i.e. bloodshed) and
finally, blood as the very basis of existence. The notion of ‘blood’ evokes all the complex
ways in which people are not only alive but also connected; how one inhabits a human
and non-human world through biological, material and affective ties. Thinking about
colonial operations through their propensity to intervene, to make an incision into
another’s body or lifeworld so as to extract ‘blood’ is then, to consider their ability to
let live, let die, and also radically alter the cultural and existential conditions of ‘life’
itself. For me, blood has been a useful substance to think with. The thickness of its
viscosity and its ability to block and congeal separates it from other kinds of slippery
fluidity commonly associated with movements of finance capitalism. The fact that its
passage is inseparable from bodies which are always spaces of dwelling/ belonging, is
also significant.
A question that comes to mind: how can we locate such a vast parasitical praxis?
Where do its networks begin and end? Part of the difficulty lies in that, in addition to
being a technical project, the more compelling aspect of colonialism is perhaps its
imagination- the fantasies it generates about itself, of which the idea of the ‘West’ is a
product. Through the goggles of the ‘West’, macroscopic representations of the world
can be conjured that rest on an essential dichotomy between the inevitable forces of
modern capitalism and their ‘other’ (often a vague idea of ‘tradition’ or ‘the local’).
Such representations not only obscure the specific linkages and transactions through
which global hegemony is upheld, they also make colonial operations appear more
ordered and more ‘efficient’ than they actually are. In other words, whilst the parasite
can be identified through the remarkably similar conditions it has induced across the
‘non-western’ world, in teasing the picture apart it becomes harder to locate its body.
What comes to view instead is an entanglement of coercive agencies and multifarious
projects acting in collaboration or productive conflict. In this picture, ‘power’ does not
pre-exist within a sovereign entity, but is the name of a process through which multiple
agendas accrue authority in becoming bound to one another. I am thinking here of
Anna Tsing’s reference to the “sticky grip” of capital.
Let us stay with stickiness then. Spanish is the language of the coloniser. It is through
Spanish that Daniela weaves her stories and through which she wanders. I came to
know Spanish through Daniela’s English, through her way of wandering; her manner
of tying and twisting together the butt ends of this other, imperial tongue, into shapes
for haphazard hope and possibility. However, in the forests of the Mapuche territory,
Spanish is the language of command, of rule, regulation and policing. Through its
mode of address it creates subjects and sorts them into various categories: white from
the lesser-white, citizen from the lesser-citizen. In Cairo, a similar sorting takes place
around the categories of the ‘urban poor’, the ‘peasantry’, and the problem of the
‘ashwaiyyat’ (translation: informal housing settlement). What exactly constitutes the
‘ashwaiyyat’ has always remained ambiguous, since it can refer to any number of
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tenure arrangements and precarious living practices. Yet development agencies,
government officials, police officers, social scientists and elite Cairenes all participate
in bringing this discursive object to life as a veritable ‘problem’ and suggest different
‘solutions’ for dealing with it. As a category, it has become imbued with fantasies
of moral subversion and disorder, but also romanticised as the relic of an archaic
past: simultaneously conceived as an object for ‘development’, and the very obstacle
to it. Its ambiguity means that it represents a floating target and can be employed
towards a variety of agendas. As part of the latest re-development plans for Cairo,
all neighbourhoods that fall under its label are to be demolished and their residents
displaced.

Within the situation I have briefly sketched, it is through practices of naming, categorising
and criminalising that language can stick, through which fluid practices can be made
solid and identities fixed into place. Yet, it is not language itself that creates regimes of
ordering, nor what imbues those orders with moral substance. This is evident through
the fact that the very terms of exclusion in one context (‘citizenship’, ‘informality’,
‘indigeneity’) can be used as a basis for insurrection and protest in another. What
emerges then, is the role that colonialism has to play in the constant manufacture of
meanings: compulsions, desires and fears, and categories of thought that block the
possibility for other forms of ‘knowing’ to emerge. This is present in the object status of
‘ashwaiyyat’, but also in the kind of aspirations and targets that a post colonial state,
financially weakened through a system of global debt and market-orientated reform,
seeks to model its own image on; through which it constructs the very idea of a future.
In Cairo, the proliferation of masterplans, technical drawings and architectural models
for a new city takes place alongside the production of a moral economy predicated on
inherently colonial logics of hygiene, social order and spatial segregation. This is partly
what makes the violent displacement of large swaths of the population imaginable, and
thus possible in the first place. In being able to so intimately warp how we perceive self
in relation to other and other in relation to space, the question is perhaps not where or
how to locate colonialism, but rather, how to separate it.
II
Whilst I began by assigning colonialism a body (the parasite), I then retracted it in order
to emphasise its sticky, shape-shifting characteristics. In a round-about manner, I will
now turn back to the body in order to think about the ways in which colonialism might
actually be inseparable from it— from human bodies that is. How it might ‘inhabit’,
i.e. make home in the space of one’s body and simultaneously carry the possibility of
making one’s own body an unfamiliar space. For this, I revisit the very first essay that
Daniela shared with me: Michel Taussig’s ‘Culture of Terror— Space of Death. Roger
Casement’s Putumayo Report and the Explanation of Torture’. In this essay, Taussig
suggests that for colonialism to take on a ‘body’, to be ‘embodied’, presupposes a
relationship of intimacy and identification, a “sharing” of common signifiers between
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the coloniser and the colonised. In the Amazon Basin, early twentieth century, this
sharing takes place through acts of terror in which Europeans, having “lost all sight
or sense of rubber gathering” (their main industrial exploit), are driven by a delight
and derangement in ‘blood’. Practices of flogging, drowning and starvation present
themselves as chillingly banal pastimes; effective in shaping a “culture” of fear, but
not particularly conducive to industrial production. Since it was not rubber, but local
labour that was scarce for business in the Amazon, ‘blood’ re-appears in this setting as
something that runs contrary or indifferent to the drive for capitalist accumulation. As
oppose to being extracted for profitable use, its unrestrained ‘shedding’ at the hands
of colonialists occurs in what Taussig calls the “space of death”. This is described as
a transformative space in which the imaginations underpinning the colonial project
are formed, and also where the subjectivities of the coloniser and colonised become
inextricably bound:

In their human or human-like form, the wild Indians could all the better
reflect back to the colonists the vast and baroque projections of human
wildness that the colonists needed to establish their reality as civilized (not to
mention business-like) people. And it was only because the wild Indians were
human that they were able to serve as labor— and as subjects of torture. For
it is not the victim as animal that gratifies the torturer, but the fact that the
victim is human, thus enabling the torturer to become the savage. (483-4)
I think of the ‘space of death’ as representative of those moments in which history itself
both begins and ends, where futures too, fold inwards and are turned inside out. I think
of incidents like the Jallianwala Bagh massacre in the Punjab province of India, where
under British orders, bullets were fired for 10 continuous minutes into an enclosed
space of over a thousand unarmed villagers. And of re-occurring famines, in which the
deliberate withholding of grain stocks was justified as a natural restoration of market
dynamics. On Indian Independence Day this year, I thought about how this blood,
extracted in the name of empire, mixes with that being shed in the tribal territories and
the Indian occupied region of Kashmir today. In the media traffic around this national
event, between the cross circulation of videos of people dancing in patriotic fervour
and reports from Kashmir in a state of military lock down, I felt a certain fear to do with
how blood has a tendency to travel outside the ‘space of death’ too. I recall Dipesh
Chakrabarty’s notion of ‘time-knots’ here, as a way to reflect on how events of colonial
violence are not part of a linear time progression, nor is their memory enclosed within
a calendrical date. Rather, they form unique historical ruptures in which whose blood
is shed, by whom, and where or how that shedding takes place comes to initiate
wholly new truths about the world. In the way it knots the past into the future and
the present into the past, this violence becomes the substance of history both carried
within those that are subject to it, as well as those in whose name it is carried out.
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III

hesitates and seems to lose traction in the world, and stumbles over my own two feet.

In light of colonialism’s ongoing ventures, through its continuous twisting and
unfolding, I would like to return to the aspect of intimacy as raised by Taussig. Turning
the lens towards myself, I want to ask about the possibility that the subjectivities
of the coloniser and colonised come to inhabit the single space of a body. How
would this co-habitation be negotiated? And how might it change our reading of the
body and its thresholds? I return to Egypt, where such questions first came to mind.

Using the concept of the ‘assemblage’, I wish to think of the body as a site of articulation
between both human and nonhuman elements. In embodying the monster, I could recognise
how colonialism is part of my own bodily interactions, not only as something that I carry
but as something that also carries me- through time and space in particular ways. Whilst its
violence lies dormant in certain situations and is brought to life in others, its interactions
always channel me towards specific ethical encounters. In Egypt, this often resulted in a
heightened awareness, hinging on paranoia, around my body and how it could be read
in different spaces. Before a state security apparatus, such concerns necessarily extended
beyond myself to account for those others to whom I am affiliated, connected, relatedwhose names I carry with me and risk exposure through my own body. In India however, it
led to a frustrated sense of mourning, this time for the other that is not part of me, that has
been set apart, but to whose violation I am also bound under the sign of the nation. In being
so embedded in how we relate to others and to which others we are drawn, colonialism
can also be recognised as an intrinsic part of the struggle to make home in the world. In
many ways, it forms a connective tissue in my friendship with Daniela, the flesh-and-blood
agent through which our stories, politics and desires become implicated in both ugly and
alluring ways. It is in those sticky knots that both keep us and compel us, that we find
reasons to keep thinking together.

It is significant to this discussion that although I was not regarded with the same
‘foreign-ness’ as is associated with white bodies in Egypt, it was obvious to most
that I was not ‘local’. Many women would delve into the specificities of my hair, my
clothes and my lifestyle more generally in order to question these against the images
so successfully exported by the Indian film industry. Whilst this could be considered
a form of reverse-orientalism, it is something I was oddly grateful for as it often lay
the basis for relationships of familiarity to emerge and crucially, made that other part,
my British-ness, seem more distant, more stranger. Nevertheless, there were definitive
moments for me where, upon entering the space of a particular neighbourhood, a
village, a street, or a market, I would feel the tone of my presence change abruptly.
The criss crossing trajectories of displacement and social mobility underpinning my
very ability to be in this space would suddenly be made visible in such a way that
I found myself asking, what was my body? A bag of mixed signs, a jumbley mess
of enclosures and desire which in a moment, seemed to synthesise, inducing the
overwhelming feeling that I embodied a monster. And as such, I was porous: I leaked
of those global circuits, fluidity of labour regimes and that distant ‘terror’ that conjures
the imaginative quality of the ‘West’. My brown-ness, which might have been a sign of
shared identification in certain situations, became one of double alienation in others.
Since these experiences generally operated on an intuitive level, I could not say if they
were shaped by something specific to a place or how I inhabited my own subjectivity
in it. However, I noticed that my friend would describe those very places in which
such tensions for me arose, as particularly ‘bloody’. For him, this ‘blood’ alluded to
a sense of historical weight, a density of social relations and ritual practices that to
an outsider, might exude an air of impenetrability. Yet in his address to me, I also felt
that the remark carried a form of warning. Although this ‘heaviness’ was something
that I too, could sense and to which, I was admittedly, in some way attracted, I found
I could not say something about it. Not because there was nothing to say, but because
I could not be sure of where my own thoughts stood in relation to this new body:
the monster, the stranger, the hybrid. When I opened my mouth, which part of me
would be speaking? And from where would the authority of this speech originate?
I felt that to say something about this blood might be to call upon what Taussig
describes as “the colonial mirror”, i.e. it might be to say something about myself by
way of a terrible distortion. It is in glimpsing this mirror that my speech, my language,
hesitates and seems to lose traction in the world, and stumbles over my own two feet.
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In addition to many conversations, this is where much of my thoughts and words have been
drawn from:
ESCOBAR, ARTURO. 1988. Power and Visibility: Development and the Invention and
Management of the Third World. Cultural Anthropology 3 (4).
ELYACHAR, JULIA. 2005. Markets of Dispossession: NGOs, Economic Development, and
the State in Cairo. Duke University Press.
MITCHELL, TIMOTHY. 2002. Rule of Experts: Egypt, Techno-Politics, Modernity.
University of California Press.
TSING, ANNA. 2004. Friction: An Ethnography of Global Connection. Princeton
University Press.
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THE DEMON MARSHLANDS
VERITY COWARD

Extract from ‘The Amphibious Subjects of the In-between’

quagmire. Instead the inhabitants and Marsh are part of a ‘rhythm and cycle of
collective life’ Gan, 2016, vii concerned with combining anew in a ‘joint dance of
being’ Haraway, 2003, p.62 through the coordination of multiple species, to produce
cultural, historical and biological phenomena.
Shindo’s 1964 horror movie Onibaba, which in Japanese translates to ‘Demon Hag’,
features two human female protagonists within a Susuki Marsh during a time of
Japanese civil war. It demonstrates how subjects narratively cohabit the cinematic
quadrat ecosystem and centres on the ‘implosion of nature and culture’ Haraway
2003, p.16 involving these Women and the Marshland during a time which is
‘relentlessly historically specific’ Haraway, 2003, p.16. The circumstantial In-between
of wartime and the continuation of home life is fertile ground for the epicormic shoots
of a companion species relationship. It is very hot in the labyrinthine swamp and the
Susuki Grass towers over the women. In his essay Landscape, Allegory, and Historical
Trauma in Postwar Japanese Cinema Akshaya Kumar proposes that ‘landscapes have
governed human behaviour as much as human practices have shaped the landscape.’

Within his text Desert Islands Giles Deleuze outlines that a Desert Island reveals the
‘profound opposition’ Deleuze, 1953-1974, p.10 between water and land. The Desert
Island is mythically and geographically defined by its constant conflict. By juxtaposing
the geographical and mythical model of the Desert Island with that of the Marshland,
hope to define the milieu of mud and water as a geographical and mythical In-between.
Deleuze states that ‘Humans cannot live, nor live in security, unless they assume that
the active struggle between earth and water is over, or at least contained.’ Deleuze,
1953-1974, p.10 The Marshlands form a grey area between the aquatic and terrestrial
zones. Marshes receive their water from tides and rains, and they exist in areas of
poor drainage and are consistently flooded. The ‘struggle between earth and water’
Deleuze, 1953-1974, p.10 is over in the Marshland but only so far as the water and
earth have given in to one another.
To inhabit a deserted island one must take up ‘the movements’ Deleuze, 1953-1974,
p.11 that created the islands: separation and creation. The Marshland which is created
by a great mixing of the two opponents, water and land, cannot be hospitable to
whole creatures and humans. ‘the players are neither wholes nor parts’ Haraway,
2003, p.8 They must be Amphibious subjects, able to take up the movements that
bore the Marsh - singular opponents reducing and merging into a blended embrace
toward a collaborative evolving future. By taking up such a movement of assimilation
the inhabitant would be, as much as it would be a part of the ecosystem of exchanging
forces. Unlike the Desert Island, the subjects of the Marshland do not ‘create anew’
Deleuze, 1953-1974, p.10. Any attempt would proffer a messy offering in such a
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With this in mind I will aim to study the subjects with inclusivity toward unapparent
subjects of the Marsh such as the Susuki Grass and the Women’s Grass House. The
film focuses on the intense uniting and fluxing of relationships between the subjects
despite that they:
‘Inhabit different genera, divergent families – and altogether different orders. Layers
of history, layers of biology, layers of nature cultures.’ Haraway, 2003, p.2
The film explores how these subjects might function within interspecies companionship,
specifically how the subjects manoeuvre the interchanging articulations of predator
and prey status within the film and the designation of home within the In-between.
The film’s first scene shows a young man carrying a weak, older man as they run
through the Grass; they are being pursued by samurai on horseback. Traditional
Japanese samurai films often depict battles seeping across the land. Shindo is proposing
that this Susuki Marsh is just beyond the invisible perimeter of a battleground. In his
book ‘Cinema 1, The Movement Image’ Deleuze refers to the framed shot as a ‘set’ and
states that there is always a larger set that is able to be linked to the framed set. This
is called the out-of-field and suggests an unclosed continuity. Shindo is conducting a
reversal of this regulation. Onibaba’s set is the ‘out-of-field’ to a great battle elsewhere
or a parallel samurai film that hits the notes of a more widely known tale of war and
noble heroism. The Marsh might be the catalyst for the troops to change direction or
the culprit of their soggy feet, but occasionally there is an overspill of combat that leaks
into the out-of-field and straight into Onibaba’s frame. Where the Marsh and the battle
merge, there becomes a brackish time zone where different temporalities meet. The
frontline is of immediate gratuitous action heartbeats-run-fast-there. The Marsh moves
to a more-than- human time frame, the Women experience the Marsh as timeless in
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the absence of human centred hope, cinematically portrayed in imagery of reeds
blowing back and forth empty of human ideas of progression.
“There was frost last summer. Hail fell. Frost and hail in summer! All our crops
failed.” “The sun rose black in the sky. Day was dark as night. As if the earth has
been turned upside down! All the farmers are starving. With all the fighting they can’t
work. The fields run wild without men to till them.”
The Marsh is a strangulation of life that pushes for creative ‘intimate collaborations’
(Gan, 2003, p.4) beyond death and apocalypse, it pushes for adaptive behaviours
and evolutionary collaborations between the bodies and the landscape, which would
offer solutions toward the subjects surviving these natural cultural disasters. The harsh
conditions of the Susuki Marsh thrust the subjects into ‘modes of being and belonging
that exceed human centred stories
of...extinction, salvation and apocalypse.’ (Gan, 2016, p.11)
This need for evolution and co-habitation is evident in many ways, and throughout
time. For example, Plant Life attempting co-habitation with uncongenial Bogs were
driven to evolve in order to gain nutrients elsewhere. Bogs are extremely low in
nutrients and oxygen but have very high acidity levels making them incredibly harsh
conditions for organisms to survive. Carnivorous Plants, encrust the borders of Bogs,
and have radically evolved to gain nourishment from flies and insects that inhabit the
upper surfaces of Bogs.
The Hags of Onibaba have made similar peace in the Susuki marsh; evolving through
time to co-habit with the unforgiving Marshland. In the film, the metal blade moves
between its grass namesake and stabs the depleted men. Two Women, an Older and
a Younger, step out into the opening once they have confirmed the men are dead.
The two Women are scavengers and have successfully brought in the horsemen’s kill.
The Women are of the Marsh, truly amphibious they have adapted to work alongside
their Territory, ‘Human and non-human’ (Haraway, 2003, p.4) brought together. The
Marsh Dwellers recognise and use the fact that the battle acts as a fire-drive pushing
wounded and refuge seeking soldiers into the blindfold of the Grass. It is apparent
that no subject would enter the maze by choice. The Women have adapted to its
unsympathetic reality but once the soldiers pass into the swaying warren they quickly
become disorientated and fatigued. Running and running, turning and running, turning
and turning, they are unable to find their freedom on the other side. A subject that
allows itself to be taught by the warren it builds or takes up, will begin to be capable of
understanding the movements of the tunnels even in the dark. The Women have learnt
from the landscape they inhabit that its geographical placement provides for a fruitful
coexistence. To put this knowledge into action requires erudition for how their bodies
effect movement upon the grass. An above shot in the film shows wild rustling as the
intruding men push against the grain of the Grass, yet there is no secondary whirlwind
to suggest scavengers nearby.
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The Women do not puncture a ripple to the surface, but have reduced themselves
down to the space between the blades of Grass. It is by an intimate locomotion of
the Women’s bodies through the Grass current that the Women are able to wield
the Marsh as an inescapable net that performs above their own physical strength. In
this converging moment the Women are triumphant scavenger-predators. The Grass
performs as the net and the not-to-be pitied soldiers are the prey. Noting that these
relations are not fixed categorisations or set roles within a hierarchy, the Women are
not guardians or rulers of the Marsh. The interactions between them fall under the
‘contradictory inescapable story of relationships’ (Haraway, 2003, p.12) with multiple
modes of being and functioning. The Women brandish a diehard adaptability to the
continual flux of their external conditions. Similar to an Amphibian, they are carving
out a survival on a changing shoreline. Their subsequent success is due to a willingness
to co-evolve with the Marshland evolving into a combined other being. Within her
Companion Species Manifesto Haraway’s describes such a form of relating as:
‘co-constitutive relationships in which none of the partners pre-exist the relating, and
the relating is never done once and for all.’
The Women have undergone an essential ‘becoming with’ Haraway, 2008, p.3 their
Marshland to reach this relationship of co-evolution. The scavengers strip their prey
of valuable armour, dragging and dropping the bodies into a deep ancient hole.
The Women’s small frames are specifically sweated in the scenes with which they
physically manoeuvre the larger, flaccid male bodies. This physically highlights the
skill-set and the active relationship with their landscape which has has brought in
the day’s bounty. The Women return to their Home with the armour carried in woven
Grass Baskets strapped to their backs. Their hut is also made of this plentiful resource.
The Grass of the Women’s Hut and Basket has been manipulated and through the
process of weaving it has become differentiated from the external Terrain.
The Hut is an image of both the Marsh and Women’s intertwined existence, the subject
of how they ‘make each other up in the flesh’ Haraway, 2008, p.16 It functions as a
vessel within a larger container. If the Marsh were to leave a permanent residue, then
the two Women would have webbed hands and their fingers blades of Grass. Within
her ‘Companion Species Manifesto’ Haraway implores that [between herself and her
significant other of a different species] there must be ‘Some molecular record of our
touch in the codes of living that will leave traces in the world’ some sort of ‘natural
cultural legacy’ Haraway, 2003, p.2 between non reproducing significant others.
This statement raises queries of preservation within non reproducing collective lives,
what can remain from these companion species and the position of status awarded to
societies that boast preserved remains. The Women and the Grass’ procreations of Hut
and Baskets will seamlessly decompose by process of entropy and disappear into the
cycle that bore them.
The samurai armour is durable, and is other to a cyclical ecosystem it will preserve
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In the bog that will become of the marsh and be another symbol of a past civilisation
of strong warrior men. If the Women’s records of their significant otherness will
decompose quickly, what will exist beyond this relating? Simply the story of their
relating, Shindo’s Onibaba is a cinematic depiction of a widely known Japanese
folklore, which has been preserved, undoubtedly altered, but it is a record of the
living relations between the nature and bodies, narratively leaving traces in the world.
The great samurai are set rigidly within their categorically noble and strong story. They
attempt to defeat the Grass by force but are unable to conquer the indistinguishable
habitat because they cannot reduce themselves to the movements of its creation: a
great mixing of components. The samurai are not amphibious subjects, not prepared
for radical co-evolution and unwilling to reduce themselves to the movements of the
Marsh.
The Old Woman is inside the home when the blade of a sword penetrates the plaited
Grass door of their shack. It belongs to a samurai who seeks to force a Marsh Dweller
to guide him out of the Susuki Field – a brutish attempt to harness and use the active
companionship the Women share with their Habitat. The Old Woman has no choice
but to lead the samurai against her will.

Samurai: “A vast field of Grass like this. There’s no telling what demons and snakes
live here.”
Old Woman: “And monsters like you stray in”, she claims
The samurai wears a demon mask and as she leads, he explains that he wears the mask
because he has the most beautiful face in Kyoto and does not want his face marked
in battle. The Old Woman requests that as a reward for her guidance he show her his
beautiful face.
“I’ve never seen anything really beautiful since the day I was born. Show me your
face.”
The samurai angers and refuses the woman, keeping the mask on. They walk on
through the grass until the woman has led them to the edge of the hole, the old woman
leaps over the chasm and just a step behind her the samurai, whose view is obscured
by the mask, falls into the hole. Elsewhere in the marsh, the young woman exclaims to
her forbidden lover that she has become so scared travelling to him through the grass
at night. Her lover cannot understand

is a huge tangle of energies, a ‘knot in motion’ the prey, predator and environment:
‘Live with each other in the flesh in ways not exhausted by our ideologies’ (Haraway,
2003, p.16). The Old Woman fastens herself to the rope and lowers herself down into
the opening of the hole. It is full of the bodies of rotting soldiers and samurai that
strayed in, but could not pass through. The Old Woman retrieves the mask from the
dead demon samurai, she plans to use the mask to scare the Young Woman on her
nightly trips visiting her lover. The Old Woman appears in glorious terror amongst the
Grass, with the mask.
The marks of the striped shadows move about her body, merging body and landscape.
The Younger Woman, terrified of the Grass and the demon it has presented, runs and
hides herself in the womb of their Home. The Hut is truly of ‘doubtful nature’(Harper),
unquestionably amphibious, it straddles both worlds. It is made from the same matter
that the Young Woman runs from and has already shown itself to be easily infiltrated
by exterior forces yet it can offer her an embrace. Similarly, a cowboy in the wilderness
strings up a tripwire of bells around him as he sleeps creating a circle that delineates
an inside which imaginatively separates itself from the outside. Deleuze and Guattari
describe this sort of procedure within their text ‘Of the Refrain’ as ‘a rough sketch of
a calm and stable centre in the heart of chaos.’ (1837, p.343) They explain that with
a melodious tune, a subject temporarily creates a stable moment within the chaos
but that this moment is inextricably linked to, if not made from the chaos. An audible
ring cordons off a lungful of desert within a great exhalation of land, in the same way
that the woven Grass Hut offers security from the Grass and its demons. Following
multiple scares, the demon mask becomes stuck on the Old Woman’s face and the
Young Woman must use an axe to cut the mask from the Old Hag.
Once freed, the Older Woman rejoices, not knowing that the demon mask has marred
and wildly distorted her face. The Younger Woman driven by fear and repulsion flees
their Home. She runs across the Marsh pursued by the old woman who screams “I
am not a demon, I am a human”. They run through the warren-like Marsh, the young
woman seeing the hole and soaring over it, the older woman madly treads behind
despite her vision obscured by blindness. The Hag cannot see the hole, but knows the
ground and the Landscape so much so that she easily jumps over the ancient hole;
continuing her pursuit and screaming “I am a human”. Onibaba is unwilling to fully
accept her evolved self which has undergone a physical transformation, now she is
other than human, a deconstructed Anthropos, reconstructed with the Landscape.

‘What are you saying! You kill people for a living!’
The grass is not a biddable reflection of the women. The relationship they share is
morphing according to environmental conditions and exterior factors. The ecosystem
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SWALLOWING A CRICKET
NINA KUTTLER
I was in the process of swallowing a cricket when I looked down and my arm was shiny.
Certainly I hadn’t been asking for it but everything was shiny, they said, and I wanted to
see the light.

As a frog swallows it pulls its eyes downwards so that they help to push the food down its
throat. This large frog is in the process of swallowing a cricket. I haven’t ever swallowed a
frog. Perhaps the wide leaps would tickle my throat and I would want to spit and choke.
After all I would want to be swallowed whole like Gepetto and live on in the dark for two
years and then I would be so pleased to see the light glisten.

I can’t deal with half of the things that come out of your mouth.
our eyes closed and opened at the same time

_ why does it matter?

					
‘cause I looked down and my arm was shiny

_ why should I care?
_ and I was as permeable as them.

Frogs jump an astonishing distance for such a tiny creature. Others lurk in tiny ponds in the
middle of sharp-leaved Bromelia plants growing high up on the branches of wrinkly trees.
In some of those miniature pools equally small tadpoles will grow into little froglets. They
live of the eggs that could have grown into their siblings. They just weren’t quick enough.
Amphibians were the first to leave the water. Perhaps that’s why they’re such porous
creatures. Their squidgy skin is a leaky membrane and the tiniest substances get to travel in
and out of their bodies as if it was nothing. They’re shiny little beings with oddly long hind
legs which allow lengthy leaps to escape natural enemies. Oh well, and others tense their
muscles to a point where they become bouncy and then they fall and they bounce until
they come upon the murkiest water and they have escaped.
Frog spawn is shiny too.
Shaky piles of glassy eye balls
And the tadpoles are shiny too.
Slippery lives of not here		

_ and they’re so delicate.
_ and not quite there.

You can’t lick the frog 		
I will lick my legs			
Everything is shiny 			

_ the frog is in the amazon
_ ‘cause my legs are shiny.
_ as I will have licked the amazon.

How mature can you possibly be with two legs but your tail hasn’t fallen off yet and you
don’t know what to do with these legs. I don’t know what to do with my legs.
They say I have an unsettling look on my face when I say that I want to see the light.
I don’t know what to do with my legs
When I saw the light
I wanted to see things		
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_ my legs are shiny.
_ the light was really dark.
_ but things are so delicate.

Frogs adapt to a surprising range of environments. In the Australian desert big toads hide
in the sand and they come out with the rain and then they’re everywhere. Its their mating
season. Better be quick, desert sand dries within few hours. In the forests beyond the Arctic
Circle others seasonally freeze and their bodies conveniently enough produce a natural
frost protection agent to prevent their vessels and organs from collapsing.
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They burn a small section of your skin to inject frog venom. It’s very quick.

Amphibians are so porous that they merge with their environment. Highly susceptible
to changes in the substantial composition of their surroundings frogs have little defence
against environmental toxins. Whatever is in the water it will be found in their bodies.
Penetrable skin has been a functioning policy for a vast amount of time. But as of now it
seems permeability is a brutal choice. Hence an increasing amount of frogs is found with
only three legs or has never lost their tail. In a cruelly never-ending state of adolescence
they will never leap like grasshoppers.

How strong can I possibly be with two legs and porous skin with no barrier whatsoever and
the membrane has not peeled off yet. I cannot feel a single distinction.

Near the ponds where I used to carefully watch the tadpoles grow into froglets the erratic
hopping has stopped. If I was to go back in spring all I would see would be
the broadleaf forest and the swampy ground covered in brown leaves from the years before.

We saw the light glisten 		
Even now with oddly long legs
We better prevent my organs from collapsing

_ and I could not move.
_ we make no attempt to move.
_ can you see the light glisten?

In spring when hundreds, perhaps more, tiny froglets leave the swampy ponds near our
house clumsily leaping towards the damp forest I would never wear shoes and walk as
gently as I possibly could to not squish them under my heavy feet. However those delicate
creatures not exceeding the size of my little toe were just going on with their business
skipping across the oozy bottom covered with dewily grass. Entirely oblivious of the
imminent danger to be crushed under a human sole their erratic leaps might remind of the
characteristic way grasshoppers move.

Perhaps we will be the first		
I would know how to			
Slippery patters of shiny scales		

_ to head back into the water.
_ make use of my needless legs.
_ will cover unwittingly floating limbs.

The oblivion of our being has brought us to a state were we need to approach a narrative
from underneath in order to make sense of its ending. As gently as we possibly can will we
morph our understanding of what a leg can do for us. Swampy waters await our return and
we will learn how to move like the grasshoppers.

A frog species native to the Amazonian Forests has lost the ability to hear their own mating
call. One could say they communicate by lip-reading except frogs don’t have lips but wide
throat pouches that blow up with every unheard call. Additionally they will wave at each
other with their shiny limbs and the others will wave back.
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Amphibians were the first to leave the water exploring new territories and we followed
their paths. When those territories will be too hostile to inhabit them they will be the first
to disappear. And perhaps we will follow their path.
our eyes closed and opened at the same time

_ why does it matter?

					
‘cause I looked down and my arm was shiny

_ why should I care?
_ and I was as permeable as them

For many amphibians skin toxicity developed alongside bright skin coloration. Frog venom
causes somewhat like an electric molecular shock in the unfortunate creature desperate
enough to try and eat the brightly coloured frogs despite all visual warnings. This shock
causes inner organs and muscles to convulse in distress and might lead on to choking,
vomiting and eventual death. Some frog venoms however are strong hallucinogens and
have been used by humans ever since we wanted to see the light.

And I will be as brightly coloured 			
Inner organs and muscles 				
Willingly developping a tail				
toxicity.

_ as I will be permeable.
_ will be covered in shiny scales.
_ and brightly coloured skin

‘cause I looked down and my arm was shiny _ and I was as permeable as them.
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GORE-STREAMS PAINT THE LAND
JESSICA MAI WALKER
“A dark, often repugnant underworld . . . as an incipient process of rot, rot that is
necessary to permit a stagnated process to reach a state of dissolution. A period of
stench, disintegration, repulsion and depression . . . of dissolution and decay. Things
must rot thoroughly like garbage, before they can be reduced to rubble. . . . the future
is dark and confused. It seems as though the feelings of emptiness and isolation will
last forever. . . . all energy drains out of consciousness. In this bottomless pit, one finds
death, death as the only reality. . . . it is a bottomless pit. . . .”
A Little Course in Dreams: A Basic Handbook of Jungian Dreamwork, Bosnak, R.

The world began with an incestuous eating; Terraforming Cannibalism. Kronos, God
of Primordial Time, envious of his father Uranus’ power, castrated him and cast his
testicles into the sea. From the blood that spilled onto the Earth the Giants, the Furies
and the Nymphs of the Ash Tree arose; and the blood that spilled into the sea created
a white foam that birthed the Goddess Aphrodite. In fear of a prophecy that he would
in turn be overthrown by his own sons, Kronos frenziedly devoured his offspring
as soon as they were born, leaving only one of his children, Zeus, to escape. Zeus
later returned disguised as a stone wrapped in swaddling cloths (appealing to his
father’s rather rapacious appetit for infants) and once swallowed he forced his father to
disgorge his immortal and thus utterly undigested
siblings.

Under normal circumstances, a body will begin to decay within a matter of minutes.
The enzymes that work to turn food into nutrients when the animal is alive will
stage a coup in which the objective is to disassemble the corpse; bacteria freed from
the gut begin to devour the flesh, this event is joined in later stages by microbes
from the external environment - earth, water and air. These processes of autolysis
and putrefaction are affected by a multitude of extenuating circumstances; any
environmental extremes such as excessive aridity, cold, wet or sterile conditions
will postpone the revolt for a while, if not indefinitely. Usually, the corpse of an
adult human being will take a decade to decompose at most, slightly longer if the
stomach and bowels were evacuated before death, and some body parts like hair
and collagen will take longer than soft tissues like organs or flesh. For one form
being destroyed, the cells which once constituted it will presently be brought into
another. It is by putrefaction, the complex collaborative process of microbes and
animals made up from different worlds, that everything is digested. It is the first stage
of the alchemical Magnum Opus, nigredo, through which the path to purification
commences. The embryo of the flesh is subjected to a blackening, a putrefaction, to
achieve a reduction to its primal matter. It is through putrefaction that life emerges
from the black; maggots, carrion food, mould - nutrients for the next vital surge.
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It was the German analytical chemist, Justus von Liebig, who made a major breakthrough
in the manure business in the late 1830s. Through his laboratory experiments, Liebig
proved that sulphuric acid could be used to dissolve animal bones. The resulting
concoction, once dried and made soluble in water, was a juicy mix of nitrogen
phosphate and trace minerals, an incredibly efficient energy drink for plants. This new,
‘artificial’ fertilizer quickly caught the attention of manure manufacturers in an era of
especially feverish agricultural industrialization. The problem was, there just weren’t
enough bones to supply the demand. By the end of the 19th c, England had become
the greatest and most lecherous trafficker of human and non-human bones, swarming
across continents with the collective appetites of a hoard of zombies. Newspaper
reports of the time reported that more than a million bushels of human and inhuman
bones were imported in one year from the continental Europe to the port of Hull, and
trainloads of human remains were transported from the expansive and overcrowded
London graveyards. The battlefields of Leipzig, Austerlitz, Waterloo were scoured and
swept for the bones of the soldiers and the horses on which they rode, these relics
transferred to the churning steam-powered jaws of the Yorkshire bone-grinders. This
laissez-faire approach on the treatment of the war-dead is perhaps surprising to us
from a contemporary perspective. However, it must be noted that there are accounts
of tourists actually travelling to the battlegrounds of Waterloo to witness the war in
real time, applauding and jeering as if it were a football match; Europe’s beau monde
apparently considered it rather fashionable to display the teeth, skulls and severed
body parts of soldiers as souvenirs in their homes (a true memento mori).

A snuff box made from the vertebrae
of Colonel Hulmes, killed at Waterloo
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England plundered the contents of European charnel-houses, cargoed bison bones
from the prairies of the New World, the contents of Sicilian catacombs, Egyptian
mummies. In one year alone there are reports of over nineteen and a half tonnes of
embalmed cats imported to Liverpool. The old farmers paid respects to their bones,
built temples for them; these new farmers - factory owners - crush, crush, crush them
to dust!
Birth, sex and death are all extended exhanges of identity between many beings - an
event of improvisation and contamination is agreed upon. Where does my body end
and the world begin? What are the ethics of consent in forcing an army of the dead to
work? For most of us, there isn’t much to love about the fact that the labors of creation
and destruction animate their subjects more or less unwaveringly. It is estimated that
almost half the people on Earth today are fed as a result of the use of synthetic nitrogen
fertilizer; it’s invention was a critical contribution to the exponential global population
growth seen over the last two centuries. Weaponized skeletons; oil, stone, mulch,
mush.
Sometimes you have to shit where you eat, work where you shit, and eat where the
work is done. The bodies of the long dead fuel the lateral expansion of the present,
at the expense of bodies cast out into an uncertain future. Ghosts always get their
revenge in the end.
The early 20th century saw public attitudes shift, and a general rise in reverence
towards the treatment of specifically human remains; perhaps a combination of the
singular horrors of global warfare and growing disassociation from the processes
of extraction and consumption that power industrialized society. Fraction is made
between that which is filthy, that which stinks and reeks, and that which is clean. As
we move further away from death,
			
we move closer to the borders of mortality. It matters because the dead work for us,
and it matters because the dead make worlds.
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The passage below is an abridged extract from The Farmers Cabinet, an agricultural
periodical that was in print from 1836-40. This particular article, sent in from an
anonymous reader in Britain, details a speculative conversation between a father and
son on the benefits of “bone manure”, which amongst other anecdotes, describes
a farming accident where a young boy (of the sons age) is squshed flat by farming
machinery whilst rolling barley, “a great quantity of the blood and juices thereof was
left where the lad had fallen”. The father recounts with a general lightheartedness how
in that area the crops grew twice as high and were discernibly greener than elsewhere
in the field.
The father goes on “I have sometimes thought that the “Life and Adventures of a Bone” might be worked
up into a very interesting book for children. Suppose now, we try our hand at it by
way of outline. We will, if you please, take the bone of the foreleg of the famous horse
Eclipse...after a most wonderful career of success, at his death this bone fell into the
hands of bone boiler, who extracted from it the fat for making soap; after which, he
burnt part of it in an enclosed cylinder, and during the combustion, the black, stinking
liquor which dropped from it was carefully preserved, and being putrefied, part of it
was enclosed in a golden locket set round with diamonds and presented to Queen
Victoria to be worn on her coronation day as a most valuable perfume; while another
part was sold to a baker to be mixed up with his dough to cause it to rise in the oven as
light as a sponge, but which, after performing this office, was arrested in its progress up
the chimney, in a state of vapour and again sublimed in a glass vessel to be again used
for the same purpose, ad infinitum. Part of the residue which remained in the cylinder,
it being ivory black, was used for the refining of sugar, and the remainder was mixed
with flour by a baker to impart the bread with a peculiarly delicate whiteness and to
cause it to become light in the baking; excellent too in the making of wedding cakes.
From another part of the same bone were made buttons for decorating the hunting
coat of that same Colonel Kelly, or, if you had rather, for that King of France himself;
while another portion was baked in an oven until it had acquired a fine brown tint,
when it was ground down in oil and formed the very colour with which Sir Thomas
Lawrence painted the beautiful horse upon which the Duke of Wellington rode on the
day of the Battle of Waterloo! We will suppose that the remainder of the bones of this
noble creature were ground up for manure, and were used for a purpose by no means
inferior to the above mentioned. And, if you will allow a little digression, we will
suppose that the hoofs of this wonderful creature were burnt in an iron pot, and being
mixed with potash, a fine blue colour was formed from the residue (called Prussian
Blue) with which the blue ribannd was painted which decorates the portrait of that
famous man, riding that famous horse, which was painted by that famous painter!”
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New Zealand gives rights to land and river: https://tinyurl.com/y33975qk
Legal rights for intangible cultural heritage
https://tinyurl.com/y3epw6l4
ELIZABETH POVINELI  Do rocks listen? The Cultural Politics of Apprehending Australian Aboriginal Labor
http://www.sv.uio.no/sai/english/research/projects/anthroposandthem
aterial/Intranet/economicpractices/readinggroup/texts/povinellidorockslisten.pdf
Dreamtime Stories
http://dreamtime.net.au/dreaming/storylist/

CARCASS Reek of Putrefaction
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uk3pzYKZnRA&list=PLskmLOhA6Xv7e9v-R1VdbLi77SENF4Mn8
JORGE ELBRECHT Gore-streams Paint the Land
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NQO8y_XsKO4

Goldsmiths Critical Ecologies resources page:
https://criticalecologies.gold.ac.uk/resources?fbclid=IwAR1twVxB05wsqGD8wnKoqY1k2F_zD8F5XDovgEwHNYn9Qg0WFGv6-nlIRV0

THE FARMERS CABINET
https://tinyurl.com/y4nb8xfc

ELAINE GAN Time Machines: Making and unmaking rice
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/1pp8r3gk

THOMAS W. LAQUEUR The Work of the Dead

CHARLES SIMMONS AND LUCY LIPPARD Cracking
http://charles-simonds.com/exhibitions/1979-cracking.pdf
‘Cracking is an artist’s book about a woman archaeologist who is drawn into the imaginary world of Charles Simonds’ Little People, as created in his sculptures.’

EYAL WEIZMAN AND THOMAS KEENAN Mengeles Skull: The Advent of a
Forensic Aesthetics
STANTON MARLAN The Black Sun: Alchemy and the Art of Darkness
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DOROTHY B. VITALIANO Geomythology
https://sp.lyellcollection.org/content/specpubgsl/273/1/1.full.pdf?fbclid=IwAR080C2MDSPkoU8de4maWNZJFn8CwmbiLg2Pnrt0M-VuJmY_o4m5-bQTyUQ

BEING PREY - Val Plumwood
Account of being attacked by a crodile and the experience of being meat.
https://www.sas.upenn.edu/~cavitch/pdf-library/Plumwood_Prey.pdf
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A DOG’S INDEPENDENCE
MATTINA HIWAIZI

(EXTRACT)

Me and Father Christmas
Hi again :3
I hope you’re keeping well and Merry Christmas!
Back where I come from we didn’t celebrate Christmas. This is why I look so
uncomfortable in this picture.
Even though life was peaceful in Florida sometimes after I’d been on walks around
the park and I was very sleepy these feelings would come back and haunt me.
On the 9th of December 2017 I curled up on Lisa’s lap on the brown leather sofa and
Dan read us a story. Lisa was wearing a red sweater with little penguins on it, Dan
had decided to start reading Animal Farm by George Orwell to us. I lay there feeling
relaxed with my silky ears being gently stroked. The last thing I remember hearing
before I fell into a deep sleep was Dan saying, “Many years ago, when I was a little
pig, my mother and the other sows used to sing an old song of which they knew
only the tune and the first three words. I had known the tune in my infancy, but it
had long since passed out of my mind. Last night, however, it came back to me in
my dream. And what is more, the words of the song also came back – words, I am
certain, which were sung by the animals of long ago and have been lost to memory
for generations.”5
I had the strangest dream that night... I remembered the smell of oranges.
I saw in my dream less than 35 million Dogs living in a land with lots of hills and
mountains. They all enjoyed their own company, babbling about in the grasslands
drinking water and catching chickens.
Suddenly, I was walking up a mountain, I saw a tree in the distance it was covered
in beautiful oranges.
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As I neared a voice came from the tree and said, “After the death of the great Persian
king Jamshid, the tyrant Zahhak usurped the throne and established a reign of terror.
Besides being cruel by natural inclination, he suffered from a strange disease that
made him even more of an oppressor. Two snakes grew out of his shoulders and
caused him severe pain, which could only be alleviated by feeding the snakes human
brains every day. So every day Zahhak had two young persons killed and their brains
fed to the snakes.
The man charged with slaughtering the two young people taken to the palace each
day took pity on them and thought up a ruse. He killed only one person a day,
replacing the other with a sheep and mixing the two brains. One young person’s
life was thus saved every day; he was told to leave the country and to stay hidden
in distant inaccessible mountains. The young persons thus saved gradually came to
constitute a large community; they married among themselves and brought forth
offspring. These people were named Kurds. Because during many years they evaded
other human company and stayed away from the towns, they developed a language
of their own. In the forests and the mountains they built houses and tilled the soil.
Some of them came to own property and flocks, and spread themselves over the
steppes and deserts.” 6
The tree took a deep breath and continued talking, “Another and less known legend
is that Solomon, having sent four hundred virgins from the East, and they having
arrived in the country now called Kurdistan, were deflowered by the devils therein,
whereupon Solomon resigned them to those devils, and their offspring were called
Kurds.”7

I left the orange tree behind me and continued walking through the grasslands, as I
walked I came across another rumor that the Yezidi people were the original Kurds
and that over thousands of years of forced conversion to other religions, they had
formed a new ethnicity of people. The Yezidi religion has always existed within its
community and its history has been spread by word of mouth from generation to
generation.
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A single white rose growing in a vast meadow told me that the “Yezidis have suffered
seventy-four separate genocides, which are remembered in their folklore, including
a massacre by the Kurdish chieftain of Rowanduz in 1832, and another by Ottoman
Lieutenant General Omar Wehbi Pasha fifty years later when hundreds of Yezidis were
killed, villages robbed and destroyed, and the Yezidi prince was forced to convert to
Islam.”9 This violent history was again repeated in August 2014 when ISIS set out to
exterminate the Yezidi faith my murdering and converting its people and turning their
women into sex slaves. This move from ISIS sparked international outrage and for the
first time in history outside of the faith began paying attention. They watched as the
Yezidi people fled into the mountains.

that time, although they thought they did.
As I lay there watching dogs running up into mountains howling in pain and then
entering into beautiful caves full of shining white stone and orange trees I recalled
the pain and love of my ancestors. The mountains made me feel like I was home,
asleep in the chest of my mother as she licked me clean welcoming me into this
life. Although I was confused the orange trees reminded me that my purpose was to
provide unconditional love to those around me. Love was all I had to protect those
around me; I breathed in deep and let the love in my soul slip into the world and
surround all the other dogs in the world in a cozy blanket.

I looked up past the mountains and saw the golden sun in the sky holding a book
written in 1922 about the Yezidi people, she read out loud that those of the Yezidi
faith believed in, “one Supreme Being, although they seem neither to pray to him
not to make any offerings to him ; but at the same time they recognize an evil spirit
of whom their dread is so great that they will not utter his name. (2) This evil spirit or
the devil it is which is represented under the bronze bird known as the Mlik Tâ ûs or
“King Peacock”.
The chief symbol of Malik Tâ ûs remains always the great Shaikh, and is carried
about with him wherever he might go. But other copies of this symbol or sanjaq,
as it is called, are taken into procession by the priests round the Yazîdî districts at
the appointed season. (1) Satan is believed to be the chief of the angelic host, now
undergoing punishment for his rebellion against the Divine will, but still all powerful
and here-after to be restored to high celestial dignity from which he has fallen. He must
still, therefore, be conciliated and propitiated as able to chastise mortals for offences
against himself. Next to Satan, but inferior to him, are ranked seven archangels, who
are held to exercise great influence over the world ; they are Gabrî’âl, Mîkhâ’îl. Rafâ’îl,
‘Azrâ’îl, Dadrâ’îl, ‘Azrafîl, and Shamkîl. (2) Christ also they regard as a great angel who
took the form of a man, but they deny that He died on the cross, asserting rather that
He ascended into heaven without dying”.10
I stiffened in my sleep and my body started to sweat, remembering a feeling deep
within my bones that told me about the donkeys who came to visit the grasslands
and who told my ancestors they had to behave like donkeys not dogs because dogs
weren’t civilized enough. I felt sad because Dogs should be allowed to live like Dogs
and enjoy their lives. As I watched these events unfold, the dogs fighting donkeys and
the green grass turn to the red; the hologram of a man called Bishop Heber appeared
in my dream floating in the sky with a shining white crown upon his head. He told
me he was, “forcibly struck at finding the same dog-like and amiable qualities in these
neglected animals as in their more fortunate brethren of Europe.”11 I thought this a
strange thing to say because of course all dogs were equal but he went on to say that
this was 1851 and European people didn’t know much about non European dogs at
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5 Orwell, George, Animal Farm, 1945, P.7
6 emir Sharafuddin of Bitlis, A history of the Kurdish tribes, 1597
7 Soane, Ely Banister, To Mesapotamia and Kurdistan in disguise : with historical notices of the
Kurdish tribes and the Chaldeans of Kurdistan, P.368
8 Solomon Hiwaizi, Status, 2012, Available from < https://www.facebook.com/solomon.hiwaizi > [25.12.2017] 9 Otten, Cathy, With Ash on their Faces: Yezidi Women and the Islamic
State, 2017, P.19
10 Driver, G.R., The Religion of the Kurds, 1922, Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies,
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WALKING CHIPS
Chips is sniffing at the air. There is this moment when he furrows his brow more
intently in a way that lets us all know something of importance is around us. Trev and
I are held up by his inspection. This world of our world is full of colour in the form of
smell. Chips is seeing the colours of the wind for sure, but it’s the shape of chicken
bones and traveller horses.
A rubbish truck comes into the park and I think this must be what chips has been
noting. But then again no. Rubbish trucks are as common as bricks. We live downwind
from a huge dump. Trash in its multitude is a wash of colour across our whole area. But
within this there are these points of light on the walk, nestled in drains and the edges
of things. Chicken bones are particularly bright. He lifts his face to the wind and his
nose twinkles.
Zing! He drops his head and raises his shoulders like a lioness with all that strength in
his haunches it is mostly impossible to hold him back. I think of dogs as points of light,
things that shine. The light that comes from a discarded piece of sandwich or greasy
chicken bones is forceful and pixie esque. I see a strand that flows from bone to dog
that is tough to break. Dog’s teach us a lot about the draw of matter.
I think about the creatures in his gut. Trev has been treating his worms with a daily
garlic clove, and it seems to be working. The monstrous fear I had of the wriggly
things in his shit has resided somewhat, and I no longer spend hours researching the
possibility of humans contracting worms from their canine companions. However I do
retain a certain cautiousness towards his quick and friendly tongue.
His scavenger habits have intensified ever since he got them, and he is so much more
alert to the points of light beaming from bits of food on the street. He seems stronger
and these days will practically yank your arm off even for an edge of old orange peel.
Trev tells me its the worms talking. They create this intense hunger in their host so that
he will eat more and feed their growing numbers clinging and wriggling in the walls
of his gut. Chips’s strength and wily intelligence becomes a tool for the development
of the worms.
A conversation is singing between a discarded chicken bone and the worm community
in his gut that resonates through the arch of Chips’ powerful muscular haunches
through the short metal and leather leash into my straining bicep. There are other
things in this street food that we do not want thrown up in our living room. But that is
beside the point.
Even when the worms have gone the behaviour will remain unless checked, because
he has learnt new methods for gaining access to food. You are what you eat because
the communities within all of our guts aid in the production of subjectivity. Chip’s sees
those chicken bones so brightly because his parasites wanted to be fed.
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RESOURCES : :DOG

KURDISH DOG PROJECT
https://www.facebook.com/kurdishdogproject/
EILEEN MYLES - Afterglow: A dog memoir
A book about Eileen’s beloved Dog Rosie.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=20&v=WqN6seTLU48
DONNA HARRAWAY - The Companion Species Manifesto; Dogs, People and
Significant Otherness
http://xenopraxis.net/readings/haraway_companion.pdf
DONNA HARRAWAY - When Species Meet
CARLA FRECCERO- Carnivorous Virility; or, Becoming-Dog
https://doi.org/10.1215/01642472-1210311
VIRGINIA WOOLF - Flush: A Biography
COOL DOG GROUP
https://www.facebook.com/groups/cooldogpictures/
LAURIE ANDERSON - Heart of a Dog (film and album)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=37&v=8PLWVXICQyM
BERNARD C. MOORE - “Dogs were our defenders” Canines, Carnivores, and
Colonialism in Namibia
https://tinyurl.com/yyqtxkp4
JOHN BERGER - Why Look at Animals
BEETHOVEN (Film 1992)
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WE!GOT!DRUNK!IN!
DUBLIN!CIIIITTYYY!
!
!
FAREWELLLLLL!BILLY!
O’SHEA!TO!DAVEY!JONES!
!
!
!
!
!
LONG!WE!TOSSED!ON!THE!
ROLLING!WAVES!
!
!
!
!
!
!
SAFE!A!SHORE!JACK!

!

A" CASE" AND" A" ROUTE" PLAN" FOR" WHALES," MYTHS" AND"
MONSTERS"
!
i’ve!been!thinking!about!whales!for!a!long!time,!and!i’ve!been!
thinking!about!monsters!for!maybe!longer.!
i! just! drunk! a! pint! and! a! half! of! sea! fury,! and! i! have! come!
home!to!listen!to!a!band!called!Fisherman’s!Friends,!they!sing!
sea! shanties,! and! currently! they’re! my! favourite,! i! feel!
triumphant!and!comfortable!and!important!while!listening!to!
these!old!songs!sung!by!old!men,!and!i!feel!at!home!knowing!
that! they! are! being! sung! right! now,! these! feelings! and!
interests!prevail!even!now!even!in!these!times!and!maybe!it’s!
important!to!remember!that.!!
!
So,!to!begin!with!my!memory,!its!of!a!whale.!i!was!on!a!boat!in!
warm!waters,!and!got!out!to!have!a!swim!along!with!the!other!
20@odd!passengers.!the!water!was!crystal!and!turquoise!and!it!
was!also!quite!deep!but!calming!like!having!the!arms!of!a!giant!
hold!you.!the!skipper!told!all!of!us!to!get!back!in!the!boat!and!
everything!is!okay!just!quickly!quickly!now.!and!the!longer!we!
took!the!more!hustle!was!asked!of!us.!we!were!all!back!in!the!
boat!now,!and!then!a!grumble!rumble!thunder!something!
deep!and!the!sound!came!from!that!place!your!ribs!meet.!!
THEN!THEN!THEN!THEN!a!whale!fin!!a!huge!one!!we!all!gasped!
and!you!would!too.!!
!
i!asked!everyone!if!they!remembered!this!because!wow.!
anyway!to!explain!plainly!it!was!a!dream!and!not!a!memory,!
but!it!is!a!memory!as!i’ve!held!onto!it!for!so!long.!it’s!changed!
me!that!memory,!and!now!i!must!accept!that!its!a!dream!and!
OK!fine!i!will,!but!i!remember!it!and!the!experience!has!altered!
my!outlook!so!okay!dream,!i!don’t!believe!you!are!what!you!
say!you!are!i!think!you!are!memory.!!
!
i!love!whales,!i!written!reams!about!why.!i!could!write!reams!
more.!heres!a!bit!:!!
A!blue!whales!tongue!weighs!the!same!as!an!African!elephant!
A!blue!whales!mouth!could!house!100!people!!
A!blue!whales!eye!is!the!size!of!a!grapefruit!
A!blue!whales!blood!vessels!are!large!enough!to!swim!through!

A!blue!whales!song!is!louder!than!a!jet!engine.!
!
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FALL!DOWN!ME!BILLY!
!
!
!
!
LOW!LOW!LOW!BELOW!
!
!
!
!
!
!
THERE!SHE!STANDS!NOW!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
WONT!YU!COME!DOWN!!

!

!
!

To!imagine!ourselves!inside!something!impossible,!we!imagine!it!within!an!
image!we!can!understand.!And!to!understand!something!it!is!to!occupy!the!

!

!

space!within!it,!just!like!Jonah!and!Giuseppe!figured!out.!

!

!

Whales!have!long!occupied!the!grey!space!between!reality!and!myth.!I!think!

!

this!is!to!do!with!the!reluctance!that!there!is!something!bigger!than!our!own!

!

egos.!!

!

!

Heathcote!Williams!put!it!best!:!

!

!

From!space!the!planet!is!blue,!

!

!

From!space!the!planet!is!the!territory,!!

!

!

Not!of!humans,!but!of!the!whale!

!

!

!John!Berger!says!that!Animals!first!entered!the!imagination!as!messengers!and!

!

!
!

promises.!With!all!these!tales!of!harpooning,!I!believe!there!is!an!undercurrent!
of!trying!to!grapple!with!something!being!a!lot!bigger!than!your!self.!And!
because!blue!whales!simultaneously!fit!in!the!bracket!of!both!myth!and!reality,!
I!think!to!deal!with!something!bigger!than!ones!self!becomes!quite!SPECIAL.!!

HOLD!ON!HOLD!ON!AND!
SHAKE!EM!ON!DOWN!!

!!

!

i’m!returning!to!dream!and!memory,!and!now!I’m!thinking!about!
that!in!the!same!space!i!think!of!the!gray!space!of!myth!and!
reality.!!

!
!
!
!
!

I’ve!got!another!one.!SHE!GOT!ANOTHER!ONE.!!

WHEYEY!BLOW!THE!
MAN!DOWN!!

!!

GIVE!ME!SOME!TIME!!

i!have!a!memory!of!driving!to!or!from!cornwall!with!my!dad,!on!
the!way,!we!stopped!at!somewhere!eerie,!it!was!definitely!in!the!
moors!as!it!had!that!spooky!a!thousand!year!old!mist!hanging!on!
the!big!hills.!i!was!young!and!i!don’t!really!know!why!we!stopped,!
but!where!we!stopped!was!a!tiny!weird!museum!where!it!was!
unclear!how!or!why!it!was!there!and!still!running.!also!unclear!
why!my!dad!wanted!to!go!in!because!he’s!not!a!museum!kinda!
man.!!

!

inside!the!tiny!museum!was!dark!and!lots!of!dark!wood.!it!
contained!taxidermied!animals.!and!what!i!remember!were!these!
mutant!animals!loads!of!them.!things!like!goats!with!6!legs!or!
kittens!with!2!heads.!i!was!young!when!i!went!here,!and!it!was!
clear!to!me!that!this!atmosphere!and!exhibits!were!creepy!
however!i!remember!feeling!a!calm!and!a!fascination,!i!was!happy!
looking!around.!!
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!
!
!

AND!NOW!ME!LADS!

so!i’d!done!some!searching,!trying!to!find!this!museums,!so!so!
many!key!words!and!advanced!google!searches.!and!nothing!
came!up.!so!because!by!this!point!i!found!out!that!my!whale!
memory!was!technically!a!dream,!i!concluded!that!this!was!also!
an!dream,!but!still!important!!!

!
!
!
!
!
SO!FARE!THEE!WELL!MY!
OWN!TRUE!LOVE!!
!
WHEN!I!RETURN!UNITED!
WE!WILL!BE!
!
!
CHEER!UP!ME!LADS!LET!UR!
HEARTS!NEVER!FAIL.!

SING!TILL!THE!WORK!IS!
DONE.!

!
!
!

i!was!driving!to!and!from!cornwall!a!week!ago.!when!i!passed!
through!the!moors!the!mist!of!a!thousand!years!hit!me!like!a!
brick!and!i!haven’t!been!to!cornwall!in!10!years!so!it!was!a!
decade!new.!every!brown!tourist!sign!i!touched!the!brakes,!i!
knew!if!it!was!anywhere!it!was!here.!AND!THEN!AND!THEN!i!saw!
a!sign!for!jamaica!inn,!and!i!thought!yes!that!is!important!and!
that!is!it.!!

I!AM!BOUND!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
SOOOO!FAREEE!THEE!
WELL!MY!DARLIN!WHEN!
I!THINK!OF!THEE.!
!
!
!
WHHEEEEY!MISTER!
STORMALONG!JOHN!!

i!pulled!in!and!it!felt!right!and!i!went!!quiet!i!needed!to!
concentrate.!there!was!a!museum!there,!i!bought!a!ticket!and!
went!in,!and!i!tell!you!it!was!a!bloody!good!museum!about!the!
smuggling!trade!in!Cornwall,!but!it!wasn’t!it!it!wasn’t!it.!!
but!i!couldn’t!let!go!of!the!feeling!there,!the!feeling!was!right!
just!the!museum!wasn’t,!and!i’m!sorry!no!dreams!are!that!
specific.!!
back!to!advanced!google!searches!because!sentiment!like!that!
will!never!be!ignored.!so!i!found!it!i!found!it!the!museum!existed!
at!the!jamaica!inn!just!it!didn’t!exist!there!anymore!but!thats!
okay!it!did!it!did.!this!is!important.!not!that!it!really!existed,!but!
that!found!it.!

!
!
!
THE!DIAMONDS!GONE!A!
FISHIN!FOR!THE!WHALE!

!
!

!!
I’m!on!my!sofa!listening!to!fishermans!friends.!and!i!don’t!know!
quite!what!I’m!trying!to!say,!but!these!dream!memories!are!
what!are!making!me!interested!in!what!I’m!interested!in!i!think,!
plus!other!stuff!i’m!sure!but!these!are!important!right!now!!
AND!I!DONT!KNOW!WHAT!YOU!THINK!but!i!think!that!this!is!
what!beasts!are!about.!a!vehicle!for!stories,!and!towing!a!
carriage!of!the!stories!that!were!told!before.!!
!

!

!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
STRIKE!STRIKE!THE!
BELL!

whales!are!real,!and!apparently!monsters!aren’t,!but!i!couldnt!
whales!are!real,!and!apparently!monsters!aren’t,!but!i!couldnt!
find!this!less!interesting.!whales,!myths!and!monsters!have!been!
find!this!less!interesting.!whales,!myths!and!monsters!have!been!
transported!through!our!consciousness!through!analogies,!
transported!through!our!consciousness!through!analogies,!
fables,!sentiment,!science!and!dreams,!and!i!wish!to!continue!to!
fables,!sentiment,!science!and!dreams,!and!i!wish!to!continue!to!
allow!all!monsters!myths!and!whales!to!continue!simultaneously!
allow!all!monsters!myths!and!whales!to!continue!simultaneously!
on!all!these!trajectories,!and!even!if!i!didn’t!wish!to!allow!them,!
on!all!these!trajectories,!and!even!if!i!didn’t!wish!to!allow!them,!
they!would!anyway.!!
they!would!anyway.!!
LET!US!GO!BELOW!!
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LET!US!GO!BELOW!!

!
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‘All ideals being admit
‘All ideals
admitted,
if terror
be anbeing
object,
the octopus is a masterpie

if terror be an object, the octopus is a
masterpiece.’

Toilers of the

Toilers of the Sea

If terror be an object.
If a nation be terror, and terror be an object.
If a nation, or a stance be terror, and terror be

If terror be an object.
an object, the nation, and the stance and the
terror
would
be slimy,
far reaching.
If a nation be terror,
and
terror
be anand
object.

When a state swells beyond its borders,
If a nation, or a stance
terror, and
terror be anlaw
object,
it is be
considered
by international
as
extraterritoriality.
stance and the terror
would be slimy, and far reaching.

the nation, and

The Law of the Sea establishes the high seas as
thebeyond
commonits
heritage
of all it
nations.
Similarly, by international
When a state swells
borders,
is considered
Space law claims “All space exploration
as extraterritoriality.
will be done with good intentions and is
equally open to all States that comply with
international
law.”
The Law of the Sea
establishes
the high seas as the common heritage of

nations. Similarly,A Space
law claims
exploration will be do
spokesperson
for “All
thespace
National
Reconnaissance
Office open
when asked
with good intentions
and is equally
to allabout
States that comply w
the NROL-39 logo, replied: “NROL-39 is
international law.”represented by the octopus, a versatile,
adaptable, and highly intelligent creature.
Emblematically,
enemies
of the United States
A spokesperson for
the National
Reconnaissance
Office
can be reached no matter where they choose
the NROL-39 logo,
replied: “NROL-39 is represented
to hide”.
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when asked ab
by the octopu
versatile, adaptable, and highly intelligent creature. Emblematically, enem
of the United States can be reached no matter where they choose to hide
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I HATE THE IDEA OF A THIRSTY WHALE
HOLLY HUNTER
ILLUSTRATION BY LYDIA HEATON
‘As David Bowie suggested in a powerful film, and as certainly Jesus christ
suggested too of the human tribe: we thirst. There is a very simple reason
for the thirst. We are fish’ - Eileen myles
‘First you get a swimming pool full of liquor, then you dive in it. Pool full of
liquor, then you dive in it’ -Kendrick Lamar, Swimming pools
In 2006 a news story broke that a northern bottlenose whale had swam into the Thames
River. She swam past Deptford, past Greenland Dock and kept swimming as far as
Battersea Power station. The story was that she had become disorientated potentially
as a result of loud sub-aquatic noise from ships, military sonar and oil drilling, or
potentially for some other unknowable confusion in the rhythms of the sea. She had
found herself stuck in the shallows, unable to find her usual food of deep sea squid. A
huge rescue attempt was not successful in saving the whale. She died of thirst.
The same year a man named Jock Wallace had been quenching his thirst in the summer
house all evening. Drinking whiskey and throwing sticks for his beautiful black labs to
splash after in the garden pond. On finding him in deep slumber his wife Carrie laid a
blanket on him and went to sleep in their house. In the morning he was gone. It took a
few days to find him. After the third day they found him gently swaying with the reeds
at the bottom of that green pond. In grief she spent the next few years working hard to
drink her way out of this world too.
‘we wanna go home, so we go to the beach’ -Eileen Myles Afterglow
As a kid I went to spend time with a nun to prepare me for first communion. I learned
about the story of Jonah who didn’t want to do God’s will, so he tried to escape on a
boat. God blew up a big storm which threatened to sink the boat, so Jonah admitted to
his shipmates that he was the cause of their plight. They threw him overboard where
he would have drowned were it not for God sending a whale to swallow him. In this
purgatorial belly he spent 3 days repenting, and was ultimately spat out. He emerged
a new man, ready to do God’s mission. The moral of the story is that you cannot hide
from God, also that humans can exist comfortably inside a whale.
Later.. sitting in the cocoon of a confessional booth, I was trying to avoid telling the
strange priest man the truly shameful thoughts I was having, for fear of judgment. I
graciously accepted my penance of 25 hail marys a night for one week, in exchange
for gods forgiveness of my misdemeanours in maths class. However I knew that
wouldn’t be enough. I had just lied to a priest.
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George Orwell wrote an essay called ‘inside the whale’ in which he describes the
desire to be enclosed inside the big body as ‘the ultimate state of irresponsibility’, safe
from the tempest in a big womb. Protecting oneself in a bubble of irresponsibility,
hoping to be spat out, glistening on the sand; covered in mucous and bloody juices.
Reborn.
‘The whale’s belly is simply a womb big enough for an adult. There you are,
in the dark, cushioned space that exactly fits you, with yards of blubber
between yourself and reality, able to keep up an attitude of the completest
indifference, no matter what happens’ George OrwelL
There was never a mention of how this turned out for the whale
There is a story about a man called James Bartley who fell into the mouth of a whale in
1891 during a whaling expedition. The sperm whale was found dead with constipation
around 20 hours later and brought aboard by James’ crew mates, who were unaware
their friend was nestled inside. When they split open the whale’s belly they found their
friend James, blind and bleached white by gastric juices. All a jibber and stinking acid
body, just about alive. The whale was processed in the ordinary way - skinned and
sliced apart - the blubber boiled down and rendered into an oil that was lubricating
the industrial revolution. The vessel of this ‘modern Jonah’ (as the papers heralded)
squeezed down into its constitutive parts and trickled through the machinery of the
age. Unburdened of some of their mythic status, the whale was reduced to matter and
meat. Pure capital.
In the 1800s the first street lamps were lit with whale oil, bringing the light of the
enlightenment and (hu)man’s ideological separation from the natural world. The
material bodies of whales found their way into candles, soaps and other necessaries.
Whale oil which was sometimes known as ‘train oil’ was also used as a lubricant
to prevent fiction in mechanical parts, greasing the tracks and wheels of the
increasingly fast steams trains that facilitated the spread of empire. This oil was used
in the production of explosives, margarine, hair and beauty products. Nasa has been
rumoured to have used whale oil in the intricate machinery of its space shuttles.
Whales became unwitting accomplices in all manner of human violences, wars and
technological advances.
Trauma is inherited and held within the body. Vibrating at a molecular level in the fatty
tissues, in the waxy deposits inside ears of whales. Boiled down, spliced and minced,
what happens to that trauma? smeared around the earth lubricating and exploding
and investigating it carries its history like a spell, and lingers in the architectures, train
lines and trade routes. In a similar vain anti-racist and de-colonial practices lead the
way in the process of revealing the legacies of slavery that permeate the architectures
of contemporary life. This kind of looking matters a great deal.
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The oil from the head of the Sperm whale was the most highly valued of all whale oils
because of its ability to withstand incredible temperature changes and remain in liquid
form. This is because Sperm whales hunt for their cephalopod prey in the deepest
depths of the ocean. A sperm whale dive can last up to 2 hours, and as they sink down
lower and lower they undergo incredible changes in temperature and pressure. They
shift in shape, their lungs collapse. Organ after organ shuts down, turns off as if in
deepest sleep. Only their hearts that pump slowly slowly and their brain that listens
and decodes the click click click of their echolocation still operate at regular capacity.
They take their time. Scientists don’t know anything about what happens when sperm
whales meet their prey, more often than not the giant squid. But we can see from the
legions and sucker marks left on the bodies of some, that this meal is often not easily
won.
There is a story about how the whales came to be. It comes from the north of the
world, in the arctic waters where Inuit peoples have lived off the sea for millennia. In
the time of the giants a woman named Sedna lived with her parents, who she loved.
The time came for her to get married and leave home, but she didn’t fancy any of the
men her father suggested. So instead she married a dog and was very happy. However
this enraged her father who took her out on his Kayak to throw her overboard into the
sea. She resisted as much as she could and clung to the side of the kayak with her
finger tips. Her father took an axe and chopped off her giant fingers, each of which
floated down and became a different order of sea mammal. He finally struck her on
the head and she sunk down through the water and rested on the sea bed where she
resides as the goddess of the sea. As you would expect, she can be quite angry and
must be treated with great respect if she is to provide the hunters with their prey. The
trauma of Sedna must be recognised and understood
This is a story I was taught in school: An evolutionary line, a trajectory that has
something to do with ‘progress’. Beginning with the small life that floats in the body
of water, life beginning in the hot darkness in the ocean depths of ancient beat, rising
microbes that expand and multiply. Complexify. the algae, the little fish that found
their way choking and sprawling onto the land. who grew legs, who spread their wings
who scratched their chins and used their tools and built cities. That monumental line
that leads to us. the important apex. The end goal before God.
‘‘And let them have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of
the heavens and over the livestock and over all the earth and over every
creeping thing that creeps on the earth.” Genesis 1:26
There is another story
A common ancestor of the cetacean species that currently span our planet was a doglike being who slunk around watery parts of land in what is now Pakistan. Smallish and
wolfish, the Pakicetus paddled around snapping up water snacks.
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They turned their backs on the land seeing a better future in the water world andstretched
themselves into the sea. Vaguely crocodile- like and semi aquatic they dove deeper
and deeper. They ballooned as gravity payed them less attention, and flourished.
expanding, spreading to all parts of the globe. Success allowed for longer time to rear
young, to develop complex social structures and communities. Always moving and
always home in their sea. Populations never exceeding resource, occupying a dual
existence between the depths of the ocean and the air of the surface. They had come
from the sea. Then they returned.
The mythology of progress is on thin ice. Cracking up
Sometimes when I am hungover all I can do is float. When everything else is soupy and
shamey , maybe harsh. I am less swamped. An arch of a back that is going to dive, sun
flecked with a lot of something weighted, forwards, is all I know. And a silence that is
completely full of some other kind of information, hitting the very back of my head.
In a dull liquid sense, something quiet, old, but maybe not at all. There is safety in this
place. Perhaps an avoidance of responsibility.. held in the belly of the whale. The vast
expanse of the sea which is constantly in motion, unlike that stagnant pond, breeding
imagined horrors somewhere beneath my skin. Out to sea, or beneath it. The wash of
it. The back of a whale, curves downward and is speared in the deep side, hooked in
the old tissues. A line of so much learning. an old parent’s parent, surrounded by sons
There is no way of know what course specific of events lead to his sinking to the
bottom of the pond, although versions would haunt my half sleep for a long time after
the fact. Alcoholism was there. So was the water. ‘he wouldn’t have felt a thing’. Drunk
like in the belly of a whale. The death of the Thames whale was played out vividly in
the public domain, on screen and in conversations at tea time. The whale was thirsty.
the whale died of dehydration. The world mourned loudly. My Grandad’s funeral was
quiet and stoic.
As a kid I heard some grown up saying that they would ‘never drink another drop’.
This confused me because I knew we must drink in order to survive, unless we are to
die like the Thames whale. We are mostly water after all. I didn’t know the meaning
of the idiom. The confusing thing about alcohol is that it seems like drinking, but it
dehydrates you. Its perverse and creepy in this way. But maybe it accounts for some
kind of trying. Trying to get home to the water. Alcoholism, like other traumas, is held
the body. How can it be shifted?
A little while ago I watched a documentary about the sea-women of Jeju Island off
SouthKorea. These women fish on the ocean floor using their hands and other tools
to gather abalone, conch, octopus, sea urchins, sea squirt, brown alga, top shell,
crustaceans, oysters and sea slugs. They do not take diving equipment, and their dives
to the sea floor are designated by the length of their breath.
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The longer a Haenyeo can hold her breath, the deeper she dives. Talking to camera,
one Haenyeo in her mid 80s described how each woman’s breath was given to her by
her mother. There are stories of those whose greed for greater catch lead them to dive
deeper than their breath allowed. Of course, they do not surface. It is important that
each person only takes what she can with the tools in her body, otherwise they will
take more than can be replaced. This is why they have never used diving equipment.
The Haenyeos of Jeju Island make me think about two things. Firstly that they have
built strategies into their practices of working to prevent them from overfishing the
area. As a result of this active decision they have made themselves into aquatic beings.
More than human they are like super heros. They makes me think of those early whales
who left the land for more fruitful existence in the water. Steadily increasing breath
capacity over generations, diving deeper and deeper. Secondly, they remind me that
Im scared of drowning.
Someone described the Thames whale as a “personality animal” in an article.
I remember finding this sad and not knowing quite why. I knew she didn’t belong
to us. She hadn’t come here to save us. She had been misguided by some error,
likely induced by the strange disorientating sounds and vibrations that human-made
technologies pump into the sea. The problem was precisely that she didn’t belong to
us, and she had been made metaphor in her suffering. Something god-ish. But the
problem is that whales presumably don’t care about human analogies.

other people need to kill them. Cannot accept the thought the ‘gay’
thought. That things are not as solid as they seem. So there are many,
sudden inexplicable deaths.
How can we abide? There is a sea. There is Dog. Can we trust in that deep,
silent underwater bark? The ripples allowing a stretching of thought a wide
lookage’
Perhaps also, I’m trying to say that the dog went into the sea and the whales are now
swimming around in our guts somewhere. And I’m trying to drink more water.
eans
‘meanwhile on this earth on this planet we are thirsty. Are we brave enough
to see this thirst as longing?’
- Eileen Myles Afterglow

I don’t want to climb inside the whale. There isn’t space. The whale cannot hold me.
The whale cannot hold any of us. I feel an anxiety about the ways in which meaning
is heaped upon non-human animals, or at least I feel an anxiety about how it is done.
How I do it. The bones of her are housed in the natural history museum where many
good pilgrims including myself spent £14 to view them in a recent exhibition.
The residues of violent histories are always close by and built into the most mundane
of structures. The legacy of empire, racism, extractivism, and christian hegemony.
Also the legacies of alcoholism, of failures, and of intensities. Its a process of looking
inward which requires a clear head and a willingness to look at ugly things that sit
within my bones. That pond is there. The sea is there too. Neither the thames whale
nor my grandad were in that sea. Something nasty got them instead. They both died
thirsty I guess. Also I might just be trying to write about why this passage from Eileen
Myles’ Afterglow, A dog memoir means so much to me:
“Think of a mind as a sea, its own inland sea. We can connect to the
enormity of others, the sea in them. We can connect to Dog, hound of
the ocean as the ancients once said. But there is an agony at first but
maybe a little all the time, a kind of oceanic stretch. Aching impossible
thoughts. Some people make a giant leap themselves by being gay,
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RESOURCES :
		
: SEA ANIMALS
Swimming pool

Sounding the limits of life - Stephen Helmrich
Abstract: http://www.npmag.info/book/993011830/downloadsoundng-the-limits-of-life-by-stefan-helmreich.pdf
Afterglow, a dog memoir- Eileen Myles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3WDcALhKUTA

I googled all the different ways to swim
yet everytime I lowered my body into the water
squid ink would come out of my cunt.
No breast, no butterfly, no crawl could take away
the shame
The ceiling is glass - like; greenhouse.
One part sheds strong light from the sky,
into the fast lane, this lane is for sperm
carriers only.
I sometimes allow myself to float quietly on
the edge of the sun-lit section, hoping no
one will notice the trail of snot-like black
gunk that follows me through the water

Hypersea: Life of land - Mark Mcmenamin
Abstract: https://books.google.co.uk/books/about/Hypersea.html?id=6jTHQgAACAAJ&redir_esc=y
Hydrofeminism: Or, On Becoming a Body of Water - Astrida
Neimanis
http://www.spacestudios.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/hydrofeminism_or_on_becoming_a_body_of_water.pdf
Aquatic Ape theory - Elaine Morgan
http://www.primitivism.com/aquatic-ape.htm
Toilers of the sea - Victor Hugo
(if terror be an object)
Disney’s The little mermaid
Jean Painlevé The Lovelife of the Octopus 1967
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=vpcf2nFakRg
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Notes toward a rewilding of our microbiome.
Teeming,

We contain multitudes.
Old friends as co-evolutionary symbiotes on,
and in,
and of our bodies,
and us of theirs.
Hosts.

Jules Varnedoe
((teaming))

Complex communities of gut microbiota influence immune function and development,
metabolism, the central nervous system, neurochemical signalling and the ability to
process and extract nutrients from various foodstuffs.
The hundreds of trillions of microorganisms that make our bodies home,
//that make our bodies,
outnumber human cells by over 10-1.
every human cell intrinsic to our bodies is greatly outnumbered by resident microbes.
On our eyelashes,
our skin,
in our cheeks,

and mostly,
in our gut.
We are first-person pluralities, and despite this,
Our infants are born without a gut microbiotabacterial exchange during birth,
exposure to fecal matter,
consumption of breast milk,
crawling on the earth,
putting dirty hands,
or maybe a found acorn
into a teething mouth,
all help introduce these organisms into our bodies,
into a co-speciated symbiosis which spans back millions of years,
through the entangled evolution's of our ancestors,
and theirs.
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These communities of acquired microbes thus reflect patterns of kinship,
diet,
and inter-generational connections to landscape,

//we contain multitudes of extinctions.
+extinctions contain us.\\

bioregion,
and the diverse ecologies,
+more-than-human-world's that we exist within.

Holonic feedback-loops of bifurcation, disenchantment and extraction have run
rampant since the Younger Dryass' cold snapped-back,
sedentism, domestication+agriculturalism innoculated mono-crop grains with spores of
urbanism, taxes and the violent logic's of state formationmesopotamian-multi-species-resettlement-camps
emerged from the silty terra of alluvial flood plains,
and with them came microbial shiftspathogenic flourishing took advantage of mono-cultural modalities in the domus and the
field, moving quickly through densely packed petri’s of flesh.
labour divisions and concentrated, outsourced areas of agricultural production tilled into
the Earth and disturbed soil ecologies,
distributing them to fewer hands.
things died out.
things are still dying.
Like the extended event of mass extinction we find ourselves within,
the diminishing diversity of our own microbiomes is recent,
and tied explicitly to the rapid rise of global industrialisation.
In this scale we can trace the post-world-war-two period as particularly destructive to
the microbiomes of the industrialised world.
Not only from the cultural germaphobia that has given rise to the over-application of
antibiotics, to bactericidal brews spritzed, wiped and smothering our homes,
or antibacterial cleansings of our wrinkled fingers,
+listerine swilling mouths (even if 0.01% get away)…
Nuclear family social-structures limit infants exposure to microbial diversity.
+the hollow legacies of the 1950’s green ‘revolutions’ which further concentrated the
sites of food production ((plant growing)) into intensified monocultures, away from the
zones of imagined social space.
Less muddy fingers.
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+the ones that do, touch upon struggling ecologies pumped with petro-chemical
fertilisers and pesticides and diminishing diversity,
which is reflected back in our own biomes of consumption.

Continuing to borrow from ecology studies, we can turn toward the idea of rewilding,
which in it’s macro-scale acts as an attempt to return disturbed landscapes to their
pre-cultivated states.

A number of health problems, digestion issues, immune-support-system-errors and
failing metabolic functions which have seen rapid rises in recent years are
hypothesised to have a causal relationship to this microbial detachment,
this massive and tiny severing.

//What might a rewilding of the human microbiome be?//

In attempts to trace these connections, researchers are turning toward the blooming
microbiomes of human-beings living outside of these industrialised structures.
Much attention has been placed on the micro-cultures living in, with, on and of the
Hadza and San peoples of Tanzania, some of whom still live subsistence,
hunter-gatherer lifestyles that have presumably remained relatively unchanged for
thousands of years.
The modalities of this lifestyle, with a lived and felt connection to the landscape and
wide variety of plants, animals+others relied upon,
+differing cleanliness protocols/infrastructure and a lack of antibiotic consumption are
reflected in their co-habiting microorganisms.
While these biomes share many of the organisms present on those living more
industrialised, ‘hygienic’, lifestyles, there is a clear and striking increase in microbial
diversity on/in/of these hunter-gatherer people, many of which are known to help
process certain foods.
Correspondingly, there is a significant and noted decrease in the health issues
associated with industrialised microbiomes among these communities. Applying
basic concepts from the ecology discourses on this microbial scale lets us know that
bio-diversity is reflected in increased ecosystem resilience and resistance.
//perhaps here is a good time to note that from an anthropocentric perspective, not all
microbes are benevolent. though even healthy folks carry with them pathogenic and
harmful micro-organisms, often these exist in small and safe amounts. however, an
increased exposure to the flourishing and often v helpful microbes of this earth often
means an increased exposure to pathogenic microbes too. there is a kind of trade off
here and this probably needs more unpacking at some point.//
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This need for microbial diversity can be seen in the desiring gazes browsing shelves of
expensive probiotics at your local industrialised-society-bougie-health-food-store. An
attempt is made here to re-invigorate the gut bacteria we know are struggling.

The interest in the gut-ecologies of hunter-gatherer peoples has bought into discussion
the possibility of fecal transplants- getting a little bit of that teeming poop into a waning,
industrialised gut, in the hope that these useful microorganisms make this new gut
home.
While fecal transplants do have interesting and valid medical functions, the above
mentioned idea seems to act as a particularly shitty colon-ial extractionist practice that
neglects a microbial connection to landscape and place. Perhaps a more entangled
praxis places a rewinding of the microbiome within the context of various other
overlapping and necessary earth/self/kin-care/remediation techniques.
Maybe it's growing oyster mushrooms on spent coffee grounds from the community
kitchen and tuning into the microbial scale as we nurture a mycelial mass and obtain
ourselves a yield. Maybe we take these mushrooms to a permaculture garden where
some friends are adding to a compost pile and gratefully noticing the work of wormy
and microscopic de-composers. Perhaps we share the mushrooms with them and
nibble a few freshly-picked fruits as we chat.
Maybe it's seasonally foraging in the local area, learning what grows where and not
worrying about washing fingers before popping berries into our mouth. Or finding a
glut of still-good vegetables while dumpster diving and calling upon lactobacillic allies to
help ferment into kimchis and krauts.
It could be thinking sourdough starters as a collaboration between the flour and water
and airborne microbes in the local area and those little ones living on our hands. Or
maybe it’s turning toward herbalism and folk medicines before guzzling antibiotics.
While pro-biotics do hold some potential promise, it is often hard for those organisms to
establish themselves in the gut. Pre-biotic consumption, that is eating foods that feed
our gut’s microorganisms, seems to be a more effective technique. They like a high
amount of dietary fibre so eating a diverse range of vegetables and thinking about these
little co-habitants might be a good place to start.
Another place to start might be the immediate destruction of our industrialised and
disenchanted, petro-patriarchal, capitalist-colonialist system. More on that to come…
X
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On Extinction

When I can’t sleep I go where I am indistinguishable, on or off.
Take it all in
clear neon clairvoyance
raise my spine like an oil rig

until the light pushes one way only

command of everything that is leaving each piece of me:

each hour:

each obfuscated breath:

open my mouth

press it on your back

swallow sound of hair pulled,
skin crackle
the evolution of grade A lithium into a message
I wish I could protect you
pause a frame

ANNIHILATION Film by Alex Garlend
A biologist signs up for a dangerous, secret expedition into a mysterious zone where the
laws of nature don’t apply. (on netflix)
NEVILLE ELLIS AND ASHLEE CUNSOLO Hope and mourning in the anthropocene:
Understanding ecological grief
https://tinyurl.com/y4wxw22y
SUSAN HILLER The last silent movie
A film which features 23 endangered or extinct languages.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6JjFdMBDDQ

Turn my eye the other way,
almond, jelly, titanium sense-streaked
tap the surface

JACK HALBERSTAM On Being Late and Other Short Essays on Becoming Ex-Human. Talk
at serpentine extinction marathon 2014
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwXQpCfiKug

surf the words
rot as the day turns

PAUL STAMETS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1wex_TQW3BQ
DOUGLAS DIXON Man after man
a 1990 speculative evolution book written by Scottish geologist Dougal Dixon and illustrated by Philip Hood.
https://tinyurl.com/y6b2kguk
Regenerative agriculture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regenerative_agriculture
Native and Maori women Haka at Standing Rock
https://tinyurl.com/y483rhug
Apology to the Great Auk 2017
Marcus Coates travels to Fogo Island, Newfoundland, Canada to ask for an official apology to be given to the Great Auk, a bird once numerous around the island, but extinct
since 1844 because it was hunted for its meat and feathers.
https://vimeo.com/239461796
The lonliest plant in the world
https://tinyurl.com/y63k8ozq
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